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Abstract
An important class of applications computes on long-running or infinite streams of data, often with known fixed data rates. The latter is referred to as synchronous data flow (SDF) streams. These stream applications need to run on clusters or the cloud due to the high performance requirement. Further, they require live reconfiguration and reoptimization for various reasons such as hardware maintenance, elastic computation, or to respond to fluctuations in resources or application workload. However, reconfiguration and reoptimization without downtime while accurately preserving program state in a distributed environment is difficult.

In this paper, we introduce Gloss, a suite of compiler and runtime techniques for live reconfiguration of distributed stream programs. Gloss, for the first time, avoids periods of zero throughput during the reconfiguration of both stateless and stateful SDF based stream programs. Furthermore, unlike other systems, Gloss globally reoptimizes and completely recompiles the program during reconfiguration. This permits it to reoptimize the application for entirely new configurations that it may have encountered before. All these Gloss operations happen in-situ, requiring no extra hardware resources. We show how Gloss allows stream programs to reconfigure and reoptimize with no downtime and minimal overhead, and demonstrate the wider applicability of it via a variety of experiments.

CCS Concepts  ·  Software and its engineering → Just-in-time compilers; Dynamic compilers; Runtime environments; Distributed programming languages;

1 Introduction
Stream programs process large, even infinite, streams of data items through a stable but occasionally changing set of transformations. The synchronous data flow (SDF) [31] paradigm describes stream programs in which program units consume and produce a fixed number of data items during each activation. Important SDF-based streaming applications include cellular base stations, software-defined radios, radio astronomy applications, software defined mobile network functions such as in-network transcoding and Filter Bank Multi-Carrier (FBMC) [22], and virtualized network functions such as encryption/decryption, virus scanners, and deep packet inspection. The stable computation pattern of SDF-based stream programs allows compilers to perform the aggressive global optimizations necessary to keep up with high-rate input streams [8, 10, 11, 26, 27, 33, 44].

Since streaming applications can run for days, possibly indefinitely, there will inevitably be a need to reconfigure the system while these applications are running. Scenarios requiring this include hardware maintenance, or workload or resource fluctuations. In addition to mere reconfiguration, the ability to recompile a running application also enables global load-long reoptimization or online autotuning.

Recently several large scale SDF-based streaming applications are being considered for permanent cloud residency. Examples include the 5G standard proposals for software defined radio access networks (SD-RAN) and software defined core networks (SD-CN), which perform telecommunication signal processing entirely in the cloud or data centers [2, 3, 48]. Another example is the Square Kilometer...
Array [19] project, which is exploring ways to move radio astronomy applications such as wide-field scientific imaging and beam forming [35] to the cloud [37, 45].

Such applications stand to reap various benefits (such as infrastructure sharing, elasticity, on-demand, and pay-as-you-go flexibility) if they are able to exploit highly dynamic hardware environments such as the elastic cloud or multi-tenant data centers. For this to happen, the compiler and runtime system must support seamless live reconfiguration.

Several dynamic data flow (DDF) [28] streaming systems support reconfiguration for elastic computing and fault tolerance [32, 36, 46, 51]. However, their techniques such as fine-grained checkpointing or input persisting introduce overhead during the program’s normal execution [1, 38, 49] and downtime (time during which the program does not produce output) during reconfiguration [25]. Just like how garbage collection pause times were too disruptive for many applications before the development of concurrent collectors, the downtime of reconfiguration may prevent stream applications from meeting quality-of-service requirements.

After reconfiguration, some systems perform local recompilation, either explicitly or using an underlying layer such as a Java virtual machine (for example, Storm [46] or JESSICA2 [30, 52]). However, these recompilations are limited to locally reoptimizing at the granularity of the partitions used for load balancing. SDF stream programs, which are composed of fine-grained actors with predictable communication, allows for more powerful global optimizations such as actor fusion and automatic parallelization that are not possible for general programs. Such optimizations can have an order of magnitude performance impact [25], but their global nature makes them very sensitive to the contents of each partition. To have the option of full optimization across repeated recompilations requires a reconfiguration system flexible enough to globally repartition the program.

However, reconfiguration and recompilation of streaming computations is nontrivial. First, the program state (position and order of data streams and actor states) must be deterministically persisted and transferred to the new program instance. This is a challenging task in a distributed environment. Second, when optimizing for throughput, high-performance stream programs buffer data at intermediate points. The compiler needs to know the final state of the previous program instance to properly recompile the program for the new configuration, introducing a data dependency between the end of the old program instance and the start of the new program instance. Third, reconfiguration and recompilation itself takes time, which must be minimized and hidden, similar to modern garbage collectors. Finally, because reconfigurations are uncommon events, performance-impairing book-keeping should not be required during normal execution. At the same time, quality-of-service requirements dictate that the program should continue to produce output, and the transition between program instances should appear smooth to the client, with no downtime.

This paper describes the Gloss live reconfiguration system for SDF-based distributed stream programs. As far as we know, it is the first system that can seamlessly reconfigure and globally reoptimize SDF stream programs without downtime. Gloss is therefore not limited to a predefined set of configurations, giving it additional flexibility. Gloss introduces several techniques to hide the latency of reconfiguration and recompilation for both stateless and stateful stream programs. Moreover, these operations happen in-situ, requiring no extra hardware resources. To evaluate our work, we have implemented Gloss in StreamJIT [19], a just-in-time compiler and runtime system for distributed SDF programs.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We demonstrate the use of cluster-wide dynamic recompilation for stream programs that recompiles and redistributes programs on-the-fly in a distributed environment. To the best of our knowledge, Gloss is the first system that performs cluster-wide dynamic recompilation, thereby global reoptimization.
- We present a novel strategy, which we call concurrent recompilation, that recompiles a running program in two phases, reducing the visible recompilation time to sub-seconds and making cluster-wide dynamic recompilation practical.
- We present three live reconfiguration strategies that transfer the state of a stream program and resume the computation in a newly-compiled program instance in a distributed environment: stop-and-copy reconfiguration, fixed seamless reconfiguration, and adaptive seamless reconfiguration.
  - The last strategy completely eliminates the downtime during live reconfiguration.
- We propose a novel strategy called asynchronous state transfer (AST) that deterministically capture and transfer the state of a stateful program without checkpointing, input labeling, state recomputation or distributed consensus.
- We present two techniques for output smoothing that smooth the transition between old and new program instances that produce output at differing rates:
  - Adaptive merging avoids output rate spikes when transitioning to a faster new program instance by abandoning the old program instance as soon as the new program instance catches up.
  - Resource throttling reduces the compute resources available to a faster old program instance to allow the new program instance to catch up.

In the next section, we present a brief overview of the StreamJIT language and compiler. We then explain the details of Gloss and evaluate its effectiveness.
Figure 1. A stream graph, annotated with each worker’s data rates. The xN in each worker denotes the number of executions of that worker in one possible schedule. In this schedule, the graph has overall pop rate 64 and push rate 12, i.e., it consumes 64 items and produces 12 items per execution of the schedule.

2 StreamJIT Language and Compiler

In this section we present a brief overview of StreamJIT [10], a Java-embedded programming language, compiler, and runtime system for SDF [31] paradigm stream programming.

StreamJIT programs are stream graphs (see Figure 1) composed from filters, splitters and joiners (collectively called workers as they all have work methods specifying their behavior). Filters are single-input, single-output workers. Splitters and joiners have multiple outputs and inputs respectively. Both stateless and stateful workers are supported. A stream graph is stateless if all its workers are stateless.

All workers declare static peek rates stating how many items they examine on each input, pop rates stating how many of those items they consume, and push rates stating how many items they produce on each output for each firing. A peek operation is a read operation that does not remove data from the input. Peeking allows workers to perform sliding-window operations without using state variables. The StreamJIT runtime creates and maintains peeking buffers to store the required data items for peeking. Peeking is useful because stateless workers that use peeking remain stateless, preserving parallelization opportunities.

Fixed data rates enable StreamJIT to optimize for steady-state throughput. During compilation, StreamJIT applies domain-specific optimizations – such as fusing the workers together for locality, partitioning the graph for load balancing, removing built-in splitters and joiners to reduce memory traffic, and others [10] – and generates an execution schedule. As all communication between workers occurs via the stream graph edges, the StreamJIT compiler is free to select an execution schedule that exploits the appropriate mix of data, task and pipeline parallelism for a particular program and machine [25]. The fixed data rates allow the compiler to convert the logical queues on the graph edges to indexing on fixed-size circular buffers. By buffering sufficient data for each group of fused workers to execute in parallel, synchronization can be coarsened to a single barrier at which threads synchronize after executing their allocated portion of the execution schedule.

A StreamJIT program’s lifecycle contains three phases: initialization, steady-state, and draining. The initialization phase executes a partial schedule to fill the buffers between workers. The program spends most of its execution time in the steady-state phase, an optimized multithreaded phase during which each thread alternates between executing its allocated portion of the execution schedule and synchronizing at a barrier. At the barrier, output is emitted and new input is ingested. When the input is exhausted or reconfiguration is requested, the draining phase attempts to flush the internal buffers, then returns the program state (the states of stateful workers and any remaining data items in the buffers) for use by the next configuration.

Distributed StreamJIT Compiler StreamJIT’s distributed runtime system partitions the stream graph into sets of connected workers called blobs (Figure 2). Each blob is compiled and executed independently. One node is designated as the controller that orchestrates the execution of blobs on all nodes, including itself.

At runtime, the controller partitions the graph into blobs and sends each blob to its host node, where it is compiled.

\[\text{Figure 2. A stream graph partitioned into three blobs executing on different nodes. Besides the data channels between nodes, the controller node has a control channel to each other node (shown in green).}\]
Each host node establishes network connections with the nodes hosting its upstream and downstream blobs to transfer data items, independent of the control connection to the controller node. Each blob executes independently (without global synchronization) as it receives input and produces output. Note that the StreamJIT compiler presented early in [10] does not recompile distributed stream programs.

3 Global Reoptimization

The complex execution environment (processor, memory system and network) of modern distributed systems leads to nonlinear interactions between compiler optimizations and changes in resources and workload. Runtime systems that perform load balancing by migrating predefined partitions between nodes necessarily sacrifice performance because there is no opportunity to do global optimization of all the partitions within a single node. The composition of smaller optimized partitions ('local optimal') is in general suboptimal. Large performance gains in stream programs often come from global whole program optimizations such as filter fusion, coarse grain parallelization with synchronization elimination, and load-balanced static work distribution between nodes [24, 26, 39]. Gloss dynamically recompiles and globally reoptimizes the stream programs using only the currently available resources during reconfiguration.

3.1 Dynamic Recompilation

Dynamic recompilation allows Gloss to alter any of its optimization decisions, including the amount of parallelism, internal data structures, distribution of computation over different cluster configurations and the execution schedule for a running program. For example, two filters that transfer large amounts of data between them can be assigned to the same partition, fused together and data-parallelized, optimizing for reduced network communication. However, if workload happens to increase to a point that the processor becomes the limiting factor for performance, the next recompilation can rearrange those filters into separate partitions and place those partitions onto separate nodes, possibly bringing new nodes into the program. In this way, Gloss’s dynamic recompilation enables global load balancing without sacrificing optimization opportunities. These advanced optimizations are necessary to maintain the programs’ quality-of-service in highly dynamic execution environments. To achieve this, the first challenge is state dependency, explained below.

State Dependency The initial JIT compilation in StreamJIT is just like any other JIT compilation. However, recompilation requires the complete program state of the current program instance\(^2\) (i.e., current running version). This is because some compiler optimizations such as fusion, unrolling, or built-in splitter and joiner removal [10] either alter the

\(^2\)Because StreamJIT programs are stream graphs, we call program instance as graph instance as well.

Figure 3. (a) A simple program where two filters are connected sequentially (b) The two filters were compiled separately and are running on two different machines. \(b1\) is the output buffer of the first filter, and \(b2\) is the input buffer of the second filter. (c) The filters are moved to a single machine and fused together.

internal buffers or depend on the remaining data items in the internal buffers of the current program instance. For example, let’s assume a simple stream program (shown in Figure 3) with two filters, where the filters were compiled separately and are running on two different machines. Suppose we want to bring the filters to a single machine and recompile the program. To decide whether to fuse the filters, the compiler needs to know if there will be any data items in between the filters in the current program state because the filters cannot be fused if such data exist. This is one domain specific optimization example where the initial data is required for the recompilation of a running program. Besides domain specific optimizations, the compiler needs to know the number of data items remaining in buffers after draining to compute the initialization and steady-state schedules and to specify how to adapt the old program instance’s state so that computation can be resumed in the new program instance.

To avoid state dependency, one can always turn off such compiler optimizations during recompilation. However, this severely compromises performance. Therefore, we decided to keep all optimizations available during dynamic recompilation, including the tradeoffs between task, data and pipeline parallelism [25] within each blob. But state dependency creates a situation where the recompilation can take place only after the current version is stopped and the program state, which is distributed across nodes, is collected for the compiler, thereby incurring significant downtime. Before discussing how Gloss mitigates this downtime, we need to explain the reconfiguration process in Gloss because dynamic recompilation happens during reconfiguration.

4 Reconfiguration

Gloss can reconfigure a stream program for arbitrary new configurations. The most obvious reconfigurations include changing how the graph is partitioned into blobs, moving a blob from one node to another, or the addition or deletion of computing nodes (see Figure 7). Gloss implements three
reconfiguration strategies of increasing sophistication: stop-and-copy reconfiguration, fixed seamless reconfiguration, and adaptive seamless reconfiguration. Note that all these reconfigurations use no extra hardware resources, and are performed on the original resources where the stream program is running. This section describes stop-and-copy reconfiguration. Section 7 will further describe the fixed and adaptive seamless reconfiguration strategies.

4.1 Stop-and-Copy Reconfiguration
To solve state dependency, the stop-and-copy reconfigurer stops the world during reconfiguration. First, the controller asks each blob to drain its portion of the stream graph. The controller waits until all blobs have returned any data items left in buffers after draining completes\(^3\) and the state of any stateful workers in the blob (together called the program state). The controller rearranges the state to match the new configuration’s partitioning of workers to blobs, then sends the new blobs and the corresponding state to their host nodes for recompilation, which begins with complete program state. The host nodes compile the blobs and install the buffered items and worker state, generating blobs that have the program state incorporated. We call these blobs state-absorbed blobs. The state-absorbed blobs continue execution from the old program instance’s state.

The stop-and-copy reconfigurer enables all powerful domain specific optimizations to be applied to a running program, allowing the program to benefit across its entire lifetime. However, it results in long periods during which the stream program produces little or no output. This downtime has three major causes: draining, recompilation, and initialization. When draining begins, execution switches from the optimized, multithreaded compiled blob to the StreamJIT interpreter, which runs a fine-grained execution of the stream graph on a single thread to drain the buffered data, reducing throughput to near zero. Recompilation itself also takes time, during which the program is completely stopped. Finally, each blob’s initialization phase usually requires receiving input from its upstream blobs, further delaying the downstream blobs’ entry into their steady state.

Figure 4 shows the decrease in throughput during stop-and-copy reconfiguration. Draining, compiling, and initialization take five, six, and three seconds respectively, giving a total downtime of 14 seconds. While simple, stop-and-copy reconfiguration is not ideal for real-world stream applications with quality-of-service constraints, such as virtualized network functions or software defined radio access networks.

5 Concurrent Recompilation
This section explains Gloss’s techniques to reduce the visible recompilation time that is the most significant of the three sources of downtime.

High recompilation time is one of the challenges that modern dynamically reoptimizing compilers face. For example, the Java HotSpot JVM [29], has two different JIT compilers: server and client JIT compilers. The client compiler performs only quicker compilations, which is suitable for interactive applications. The server compiler performs longer and aggressive compilation to ensure the program’s performance, which is suitable for computation heavy applications.

As compiler optimization and code generation are expensive operations that take significant time, minimizing the compilation time to near zero is unlikely. Instead, the compilation time must be hidden by keeping the JIT recompilation process off the critical path. However, state dependency blocks us from doing so. To solve this problem, Gloss employs implicit state transferring for stateless programs and two-phase compilation for stateful programs, as will be explained below.

First, we categorize the stream programs into two classes: stateful and stateless. The stateful class includes the programs that contains one or more workers with state variables. The stateless class includes the rest, including the programs that perform peeking even though the peeking buffers are stateful (explained in Section 2).

The pure stateless programs have no state dependency issue. However, the state dependency issue exists in peeking stateless programs, where the peeking buffers need to be transferred from the old program instance to the new program instance when reconfiguring. Given that, we can avoid transferring peeking buffers between two program instances via input duplication and concurrent execution. That is, we can recompile stateless programs with no initial program state while the old graph instance is running, then run both graph instances concurrently, and fill the new peeking buffers using input duplication, thereby achieving an implicit state transfer. The runtime system can handle this, and no compiler changes are needed. Section 6.1 explains

\(^3\) Because workers execute atomically, draining cannot completely empty a buffer whose size is not divisible by the downstream worker’s pop rate, or if the downstream worker peeks.
the input duplication and concurrent execution techniques, and Section 7.1.1 explains the reconfiguration strategy for stateless programs.

Stateful programs, however, require explicit state transfer. Both the state of variables, and buffered data have to be transferred before the start of recompilation. The concurrent recompilation strategy solves this state dependency via a two phase compilation strategy, explained in the next subsection.

5.1 Two Phase Compilation

For stateful programs, Gloss recompiles in two phases. The first phase happens concurrently while the old graph instance is running. To start the process, instead of draining the old graph (as in stop-and-copy reconfiguration), the runtime system collects the steady-state buffer capacities (called the meta program state) from the old program instance, and gives it to the compiler.

Gloss then performs optimizations that do not require the program state as well as those that do, the latter using the meta program state. Specifically, it recompiles the blobs as in the serial recompilation. However, it will merely mark out of operations that need actual program state, namely (1) splitter and joiner removal, and (2) the generation of the read instructions of initialization schedule. This phase completes all compiler operations except these two, hence this is a heavy compilation phase. Finally, it generates a blob, called a pseudo-blob, that is compiled but not runnable as it needs actual program state to be injected.

The second phase takes place after the old program instance is stopped (drained) and the program state is collected. Once the program state is collected from the old graph instance, the runtime system passes the state to the compiler. The compiler then performs the marked operations mentioned above and installs the program state, converting pseudo blobs to state-absorbed blobs, which is ready for execution.

In summary, the first phase, which is a heavy compilation, does all the time-consuming compiler operations, generating a pseudo-blob. The second phase, which is a light compilation, converts the pseudo blob to a state-absorbed blob. Figure 5 depicts the time breakdown of the two-phase recompilation strategy. The first phase happens in the background while the old program instance is running, and thus it is hidden. The second phase happens just-in-time. Effectively, two phase recompilation strategy brings the visible recompilation time to sub-seconds.

6 Runtime Techniques Enabling Zero Downtime Reconfiguration

As shown in Figure 5, we still have downtime, which comes mainly from the draining and initialization phases. In this section, we explain two runtime techniques that overcome the remaining downtime.

6.1 Input Duplication and Concurrent Execution

The initialization phase of a blob’s lifecycle fills the internal buffers for use by the steady-state phase (see Section 2). Internal buffering allows fine-grained synchronization between workers to be replaced by a single global barrier at which all of the blob’s threads synchronize after each execution of the steady-state schedule. Coarsening synchronization and amortizing it across a full schedule is crucial to achieving high throughput. The draining phase performs the opposite, flushing the internal buffers and sending any remaining data to the controller.

Initialization is inherently sequential, as upstream workers must execute to fill buffers before downstream workers can begin execution. Similarly, draining is also inherently sequential, as upstream workers must drain their buffers before downstream workers can begin draining. While the steady-state phase is optimized and multithreaded, the initialization and draining phases are single-threaded, hence have lower throughput.

Because SDF stream programs are deterministic, Gloss hides this downtime by duplicating the input and running both the old and new graph instances concurrently, ensuring the stream program continues to produce output at the cost of some redundant work.

6.2 Zero-Overhead Program State Capture via Asynchronous State Transfer

In order to perform concurrent execution, reconfiguration requires the ability to deterministically persist the state of a program running across multiple nodes, and pass it to the new program instance. This is challenging because the program state is continuously changing and distributed across multiple nodes.

Besides stop-and-copy, another simple reconfiguration strategy is to record periodic checkpoints of the program state at well-defined points in its execution and persist the inputs [1, 15, 32, 36, 46]. Reconfiguration can then revert to the state captured at the previous checkpoint and process the persisted input, albeit losing the work performed after the checkpoint. Unfortunately, this introduces not only downtime but also overhead during normal execution.

Gloss’s solution is asynchronous state transfer (AST), in which the controller requests each of the old graph instance’s...
blobs to send a copy of its state after processing the \( n \)th data item in the stream, where the \( n \)th data item is predicted to be consumed by the graph \( t \) seconds in the future. Because this request happens via the control channel while the input data is being consumed by the graph via the data channel, \( n \) must be far enough into the future to ensure the blobs receive the request before processing item \( n \). \( n \) is calculated by the controller based on the overall graph’s input consumption rate and a constant \( t \) (we use 3 seconds), allowing for network delay in receiving the request. For each blob, the number of data items consumed in each execution can be computed from the schedules and the statically-known data rates of the workers, so counting the number of items processed by the blob requires only one addition instruction per schedule and does not require labeling the data items.

Once the designated number of items have been processed, when the blob’s threads next reach its barrier (see Section 2), one thread copies worker state and buffered data items (blob’s program state) and sends them to the controller. After copying, the blob continues execution as normal without the blob entering the draining phase. The controller then builds the program state of the whole graph instance by merging the buffered items it receives.

AST captures a valid state of a program while the program is running in a distributed environment, without incurring overhead during normal execution, i.e., no checkpointing, input labeling, state recomputation or distributed consensus. Although the distributed state is collected in the controller for state rebuilding, it is done outside the critical path. The program can continue to produce output even after state transfer, effectively avoiding downtime.

Figure 6 depicts the breakdown of the Gloss. Reconfiguration begins with the phase-1 of the concurrent recompilation strategy, and AST takes place just after phase-1. Phase-2 happens immediately after AST. Following that concurrent execution and input duplication occurs.

7 Seamless Reconfiguration

This section presents our fixed and adaptive seamless reconfiguration strategies. Both seamless reconfiguration schemes use concurrent recompilation and the techniques from Section 6, namely asynchronous state transfer, concurrent execution, and input duplication. The two schemes differ in the way they switch between the old and new graph instances. In the fixed seamless reconfiguration scheme, a transition point is computed in advance using the schedules and data rates.

Figure 7. Input duplication during fixed seamless reconfiguration, moving from 2 blobs to 3 blobs. (a) Around the switching point, some of the input is duplicated and fed to both the old and new graph instances. (b) Both graph instances execute concurrently. (c) The old graph instance’s output, including the output based on the duplicated input, is used. The beginning of the new graph instance’s output (based on the duplicated input) is skipped and the remainder is used. The colors in (a) and (c) depict input and its corresponding output.

The new graph instance’s output stream takes over after the old graph instance stops. Fixed seamless reconfiguration is simple, and bounds the amount of redundant work performed. But it may exhibit downtime or output rate spikes if the old and new graph instances run at different speeds. Adaptive seamless reconfiguration dynamically transitions between the old and new graph instances when the new graph instance catches up, smoothing the output rate during the transition.

7.1 Fixed Seamless Reconfiguration

As shown in Figure 7, fixed seamless reconfiguration runs the old and new graph instances concurrently on a fixed amount of duplicated input. The old graph instance is stopped after processing the duplicated input, but the new graph instance continues to execute. All output produced by the old graph instance before it stops is forwarded to the graph’s output. The portion of the new graph instance’s output corresponding to the duplicated input is discarded, after which the new graph instance’s output becomes the blob’s output.

The amount of duplicated input is computed based on the data rates of the workers in the stream graph and the execution schedule of the blob. The computation is different for stateless and stateful graphs, as described in the next subsections.

7.1.1 Stateless Graph

Stateless graphs do not contain any workers with state variables, but they still require internal buffering for both correctness (to implement peeking/sliding window operations) and
performance (amortizing the cost of synchronization over many data items). Buffered data items must be transferred from the old to new graph instance during reconfiguration. Because stateless graphs have no worker state, we can implicitly transfer the buffered data items by duplicating input, leaving the new graph instance with the same buffered items as the old graph instance without stopping the old graph instance to copy the items.

Let $G_{in}^{init}$ denote the number of input data items needed to fill the internal buffers of a graph $G$ during its initialization phase. Similarly, let $G_{in}^{steady}$ denote the number of data items required during one execution of $G$'s steady-state schedule. $G_{in}^{init}$ and $G_{in}^{steady}$ are computed by multiplying the topmost worker’s pop rate by the number of executions of that worker specified in the initialization or steady-state schedule respectively. Fixed seamless reconfiguration runs the old and new graph instances concurrently by duplicating $X \times OLD_{in}^{steady}$ data items, where

$$X = \left\lceil \frac{\text{max}(OLD_{in}^{init}, NEW_{in}^{init})}{OLD_{in}^{steady}} \right\rceil$$

The use of $\text{max}(OLD_{in}^{init}, NEW_{in}^{init})$ ensures that after $X$ executions of the old graph instance’s steady-state schedule, any data items buffered in the old graph instance have been fully processed, and that the new graph instance has received enough (duplicate) input to complete its initialization schedule. The number of redundant output data items produced is $X \times OLD_{out}^{steady}$, one copy of which must be discarded. Because the new graph instance’s initialization phase usually has a lower output rate than the old graph instance’s steady-state phase, we forward all of the old graph instance’s output and discard the first $X \times OLD_{out}^{steady}$ items produced by the new graph instance. At this point, reconfiguration is complete and the new graph instance executes normally.

### 7.1.2 Stateful Graph

Stateful stream graphs contain workers with state variables whose values must be transferred from the old to new graph instance, preventing implicit state transfer. Instead, Gloss uses AST (Section 6.2) to capture the state (both worker state variables and buffered data items) of the old graph instance. Gloss also uses two phase compilation strategy (Section 5.1) to recompile the new graph instance. Figure 6 depicts the reconfiguration and recompilation process of stateful graph.

The intended buffer sizes of the old and new graph instances may be different, so the new graph instance’s initialization schedule shrinks or enlarges the buffers as required. To allow the initialization schedule to complete, $X \times OLD_{in}^{steady}$ data items are duplicated, where

$$X = \left\lceil \frac{NEW_{in}^{init}}{OLD_{in}^{steady}} \right\rceil$$

As in the stateless case, $X \times OLD_{out}^{steady}$ redundant output items are skipped from the next graph instance’s output buffer.

### 7.1.3 Issues in Fixed Seamless Reconfiguration

When the new graph instance has a slightly higher throughput than the old, fixed seamless reconfiguration will result in zero downtime. A slightly higher throughput is required for the new graph instance to catch up with the old one because the new graph instance need to amortize its initialization phase, which is slower. In other cases, however, fixed seamless reconfiguration either causes downtime or spikes in the output rate during the transition.

**Figure 8.** Downtime and output spikes during fixed seamless reconfiguration when throughput differs.

When the old graph instance has a higher throughput than the new graph instance, the old graph instance processes all of its input and stops before the new graph instance completes its initialization schedule, resulting in downtime. The downtime is shorter than that caused by stop-and-copy reconfiguration, but still long enough to be disruptive. Figure 8a shows the downtime caused by fixed seamless reconfiguration from high to low throughput.

When the old graph instance has a lower throughput than the new graph instance, the new graph instance can buffer up lots of output while waiting for the old graph instance to finish processing its input. When the old graph instance finally stops, this buffered output results in a spike in the output rate, which can disrupt clients of the stream application. Figure 8b shows output spikes caused by fixed seamless reconfiguration from low to high throughput. In theory, downtime and output spikes can be avoided by predicting the throughput of the new configuration, and adjusting the fixed transition point between the old and new graph instances. In practice, building a robust throughput predictor is difficult because performance depends on (possibly rapidly) changing runtime factors as well as static features of the configuration. In the next section, we explain how our adaptive seamless reconfiguration scheme addresses the remaining downtime and output spikes by deciding the transition point dynamically.
7.2 Adaptive Seamless Reconfiguration

Like the fixed scheme, adaptive seamless reconfiguration also runs the old and new graph instances concurrently, but instead of duplicating a fixed amount of input, adaptive seamless reconfiguration dynamically chooses how much input to duplicate and thus when to switch from the old to the new graph instance. Adaptive seamless reconfiguration applies two output smoothing techniques, **adaptive merging** and **resource throttling**, to avoid the downtime and output rate spikes of fixed seamless reconfiguration.

**Adaptive merging** Output spikes are avoided by switching to the new graph instance as soon as it catches up with the old graph instance, avoiding the buildup of buffered output that causes spikes. How much input to duplicate is computed in the same way as in the fixed seamless reconfiguration scheme, but if the new graph instance catches up before the old graph instance has finished processing all the duplicated input, the old graph instance is immediately abandoned. Input duplication results in redundant outputs. In the fixed seamless reconfiguration always discards the first outputs of the new graph instance. However, in adaptive merging output from the old, new or both instances may be discarded, depending on when the new graph instance catches up.

**Resource throttling** The adaptive seamless reconfiguration scheme avoids the downtime incurred when the new graph instance has lower throughput than the old graph instance by resource throttling, effectively slowing down the old graph instance so the new graph instance can catch up. Based on the time elapsed since the reconfiguration process started, the number of cores allocated to the old graph instance is repeatedly halved, resulting in the old graph instance having more threads than cores available. Timeslicing reduces the old graph instance’s throughput, while simultaneously freeing more resources for the new graph instance, increasing its throughput. If this does not slow the old graph instance sufficiently, the old graph instance’s input rate is further restricted.

7.3 Summary

The flowchart in Figure 9 summarizes adaptive seamless reconfiguration, which consists of the following steps:

- **Compilation.** When reconfiguration begins, Gloss compiles the new graph instance while the old graph instance continues to execute.
- **State transfer.** If the program is stateful, the state of the old graph instance is collected via asynchronous state transfer.
- **Input duplication.** After injecting the collected state (if any), the new graph instance begins executing. Input data items are sent to both the old and new graph instances. The old graph instance’s output continues to be forwarded to the overall blob output.

![Figure 9. Flowchart of adaptive seamless reconfiguration from old graph instance G1 to new graph instance G2.](image)

**Resource throttling.** Even as the old graph continues to execute, its execution resources and input rate are gradually reduced, thereby reducing its throughput so that the new graph instance can catch up.

**Adaptive merging.** Once the new graph instance has caught up with the old graph instance, the old graph instance is stopped, and redundant output are discarded.

8 StreamJIT Applications

Before discussing the evaluation of Gloss, we shall briefly explain two applications that were implemented in StreamJIT. The applications are stateless, and were used to evaluate how Gloss can be useful to migrate a single-node program entirely from its host node to a new node (Section 9.8). In the real world, we can expect many parallel instances of these applications running in the system.

8.1 LTE-A Uplink Transceiver

4G LTE-A (Long Term Evolution-Advanced) is a standard for wireless communication of high-speed data (up to 1 Gbps) for mobile phones and data terminals. It incorporates several techniques such as carrier aggregation, high-order MIMOs, high-order QAM, and Turbo decoding.

The LTE-A Uplink Transceiver implemented in StreamJIT includes an uplink transmitter, a MIMO channel, and an uplink receiver. The program implements a $2 \times 2$ MIMO channel with spatial multiplexing. The transmitter comprises the turbo encoder, outer interleaver, 64 QAM modulator, FFT, mapper, and IFFT filters. The receiver is made up of the subcarrier demapper, MIMO equalizer, demodulator, outer deinterleaver and turbo decoder filters. This application is the core of any LTE-A base station implemented in the cloud.
### Table 1. Average throughput disrupted time and average downtime of Gloss’s reconfiguration schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Stop and Copy</th>
<th>Fixed</th>
<th>Adaptive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Throughput disrupted time (s)</td>
<td>Down time (s)</td>
<td>Throughput disrupted time (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam Former</td>
<td>Stateful</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocoder</td>
<td>Stateful</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDE_PP</td>
<td>Stateless</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMRadio</td>
<td>Stateless</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>Stateless</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter Bank</td>
<td>Stateless</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>6.16</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>10.50</strong></td>
<td><strong>8.51</strong></td>
<td><strong>5.49</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2 DVB-T2 Receiver

DVB-T2 (Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial 2) is the latest digital terrestrial television standard, targeting not only fixed antennas, but also PCs, laptops, portable radios, smart phones, dongles, and a whole range of other portable devices. Compared to the previous technology (DVB-T), it improves spectral efficiency, increases throughput, simplifies transmitter and receiver, and supports HD, SD, and UHD transmissions.

The DVB-T2 receiver implemented in StreamJIT comprises the FFT, Channel Estimator, Frequency Deinterleaver, Cell Deinterleaver, Constellation Derotation, Forward Error Correction, Frame Multiplexer, Bit Deinterleaver, and LDPC (low density parity check) decoder filters.

9 Evaluation

In this section, we first study the reconfiguration schemes by comparing their relative contribution to reducing downtime, followed by an evaluation of the overhead of the better scheme, i.e., adaptive seamless reconfiguration. We then show how Gloss’s seamless reconfiguration can be useful in various scenarios. Following that, we investigate the effect of program state size on reconfiguration time. Finally, we show how Gloss performs with the two real-world applications described in Section 8. We use scaled up versions of the original benchmark applications from StreamJIT, a comprehensive summary of which can be found in [24]. Except for the experiments reported in Sections 9.3 and 9.4, the experiments were performed using identical nodes equipped with dual-socket 2.4GHz Intel Xeon E5-2695v2 processors (12 cores per socket, 2 threads per core) with 128GB RAM and Mellanox ConnectX-3 EN 10GbE NICs running Ubuntu 14.10, with StreamJIT running on OpenJDK 1.8u31.

As part of StreamJIT’s throughput optimizations (described in Section 2), all StreamJIT programs ingest input and emit output at the end of each execution of the steady-state schedule. In other words, a program will ingest $I$ at the beginning of the cycle, then output $O$ at the end, leaving a very short period (in milliseconds) where no output can be seen. To account for this, in this section and throughout the paper, we measure throughput at the granularity of one second.

9.1 Comparison

Table 1 compares the average length of time in which throughput was disrupted, as well as the average downtime of Gloss’s reconfiguration schemes for six different applications. Each application was reconfigured 100 times using the respective scheme on eight nodes, and the average was computed. We use the same 100 different configurations to test the reconfiguration schemes. The last row summarizes the overall average of the schemes. By *downtime*, we mean a significant period of time in which the stream program is not producing any output. *Throughput-disrupted time* is period of time during which the stream program is producing less than what it averages in the previous 100 seconds. We refer to the latter as *full throughput*.

Stop-and-copy reconfiguration suffers from significant downtime and throughput-disrupted time as explained in Section 4.1. Fixed seamless reconfiguration reduces the average downtime, but it fails to totally eliminate it due to the reasons described in Section 7.1.3. Adaptive seamless reconfiguration completely eliminated downtime with significantly lower throughput-disrupted times.

9.2 Reconfiguration Overhead

To measure the overhead of adaptive seamless reconfiguration, we repeatedly reconfigured FMRadio into the same configuration. Using the same configuration ensures that the measured reduction in throughput is due to reconfiguration, not the properties of the new configuration. Figure 10 shows the throughput of FMRadio running on 8 nodes through 3 reconfigurations. The shaded region shows when the old and new graph instances are running concurrently. On average, the two graph instances overlapped for 7.2 seconds. The program does not experience any downtime though throughput is reduced by 27% during the reconfiguration process.

Recompilation and reconfiguration do not use extra resources. They run on the same resources where the original
program is already using (via normal OS scheduling). This is also a contributor for the dip in throughput.

9.3 Gloss vs. VM Migration

An application-independent (and agnostic) approach to reconfiguration is virtual machine live migration. This is the de facto standard in cloud computing, even for large scale SDF applications [16].

We compared vMotion [34] migration with adaptive seamless reconfiguration by running stream programs inside virtual machines, and measuring the throughput during migration and reconfiguration. The experiment used vSphere 5.0.0, 64-bit CentOS 7.7, and Oracle JDK 1.8u31. The virtual machines were configured with 6 virtual cores and 32GB RAM. The physical hosts were equipped with 2.3GHz Intel Xeon E5-2630 processors and 32GB RAM. Each stream program initially runs on two nodes, then the second node is moved to a new physical host by either migration or reconfiguration.

As shown in Figure 11, vMotion migration had more downtime than adaptive seamless reconfiguration. vMotion first speculatively copies the contents of the virtual machine’s memory, on the assumption that most memory pages will not change before the VM is migrated. This assumption does not hold for stream applications as they continuously ingest new data, modifying memory significantly. When vMotion detects that the amount of memory to be copied is not decreasing (because memory is being modified faster than it can be copied), it artificially slows down the virtual machine, a strategy named *stun during page send* [40]. Eventually, vMotion stops the VM and copies the remaining modified memory, but not before a lengthy throughput-disrupted time.

In many application scenarios, especially those involving live streams, this is not acceptable. For example, using techniques like forward error correction, a cellular or Internet call can tolerate brief (subsecond level, say) throughput dips or downtime with little impact on the user. These applications can cope with some reduced throughput by reducing audio or video quality, the user impact of which is proportional to the reduced-throughput time. But the multi-second pause times introduced by vMotion migration would result in dropped calls, which are very disruptive to the user. Gloss minimizes the impact of reconfiguration by making just one copy of the state using asynchronous state transfer, allowing the stream program to run at full speed before and after the copy, only throttling the old graph instance’s resources when necessary for the new graph instance to catch up.

9.4 Elastic Computing

We evaluated Gloss’s elastic computing capability by running stream programs on Amazon EC2, and then dynamically adding and removing nodes. The virtual machines used in these experiments all had 16vCPU and 32GB RAM, running 64-bit Ubuntu 15.04 and 64-bit Oracle JDK 1.8u31. Figure 12 shows the throughput of two programs as nodes are added and removed using adaptive seamless reconfiguration. Gloss reconfigures the programs without introducing any downtime, allowing seamless scaling out or in. Gloss also potentially allows cloud-based streaming program to exploit *spot instances* [4] to minimize execution cost.

9.5 Online Autotuning

Program autotuning optimizes programs by running them many times in different configurations, using techniques from mathematical optimization and machine learning to guide the search for the best configuration. Gloss can dynamically recompile and seamlessly reconfigure programs from any point in the optimization space to any other point.
allowing global reoptimization unconstrained by earlier compilation decisions. This enables online autotuning on production data by eliminating pauses when transitioning between configurations, allowing the program to perform useful work during the tuning process.

Figure 13 shows a small excerpt of online autotuning of two stream programs, each on eight nodes. Throughput varies as the autotuner tries different program variants, but Gloss seamlessly reconfigures the program from one variant to another while maintaining quality-of-service.

9.6 Workload Fluctuation

Gloss achieves performance resiliency by continuously recompiling and reoptimizing the program in response to environment changes. To demonstrate this, we created a benchmark that increases the work required to process each data item every 30 seconds, starting after 100 seconds. The program initially runs on a single node, with a new node added whenever the throughput falls below 8,000 items processed per second. Figure 14a compares the throughput on this benchmark with and without adding additional nodes. Without adding nodes, the program can only achieve slightly more than half of the desired performance level. However, when using reconfiguration to add nodes, the program successfully maintains throughput with only a small amount of throughput-disrupted time.

9.7 Reconfiguration Time vs State Size

To evaluate the effect of program state size on adaptive seamless reconfiguration, we created a benchmark of different state sizes on the 8 nodes. Figure 14b shows the average reconfiguration time of 100 reconfigurations for each state size. Although Gloss collects the state in the controller to rebuild the complete state, it is done off the critical path through asynchronous state transfer that requires no global synchronization. The results validated this and showed that the size of the program state does not significantly affect reconfiguration time.

9.8 Single Node Experiment (Full Program Migration)

We ran LTE-A receiver and DVB-T2 receiver on a single node, and from time to time, the programs were migrated to a new machine. Figure 15a shows the throughput of LTE-A receiver, where the program is migrated from its current node to a new node repetitively for four times with the help of Gloss. Figure 15b shows the throughput of DVB-T2 receiver for the similar experiment. DVB-T2 receiver produces output in burst for every 2 seconds because of its high peek and pop rates, which is inherent to the application.

As shown in the figures, Gloss migrates full program from its host node to a new node with no downtime. Gloss empirically demonstrates the important benefits of software defined radio (SDR), which are hardware independency and flexibility, with these real world applications.

10 Related Work

VM live migration Virtual machine live migration [14, 34] is an application-independent way to move workloads from one physical host to another for load balancing or to facilitate

Distributed stream processing Distributed stream processing systems [1, 5, 9, 15, 36, 38, 46, 49–51] support reconfiguration for fault tolerance, dynamic scaling, and load balancing, but their strategies all incur overhead during normal execution. Spark Streaming [51] tracks the lineage of each dataset (the operations performed to produce them) and recomputes from occasional checkpoints. Matteis et al. [18] present a replica based strategy for low-latency reconfiguration. Apache Storm [6, 46] and MillWheel [1] use fine-grained checkpointing, input persisting, and acknowledgment; the receiver acknowledges every data item received from the sender. Using the fixed data rates of stream programs, Gloss does not require checkpointing, input persisting, or acknowledgment, avoiding any overhead during normal execution. Furthermore, Gloss’s global recompilation enables load-balancing and scaling without sacrificing optimization opportunities.

DDF stream processing systems such as Flink [5], Spark Streaming [51], and Storm [46] lacks some essential SDF constructs. This also prevents the use of SDF specific optimizations, making them at least an order of magnitude slower in executing SDF code compared to Gloss/StreamJIT. Erlang [7] is a domain-specific language for soft real-time telecommunications programming. To allow software upgrades without service disruption, Erlang supports hot swapping of program code via load balancing. New sessions run the new code, then after all old sessions have expired, the old code is unloaded. Flux [41] profiles communication rates between operators and performs fine-grained load balancing by moving individual operators; this fine-grained approach sacrifices opportunities for operator fusion. Gedik et al. [23] presents elastic scaling techniques for stream programs. However, the vertical and horizontal barriers across multiple nodes and the paused data stream at the splitter during the migration phase incur significant downtime. Siyoum et al. [43] analyze if an SDF program runs on a MPSoC can meet QoS requirements during graph level dynamism. We do not address graph level dynamism at the moment.

Cloud computing frameworks such as EventWave [13] and Orleans [12] support state migration for load balancing, but they use fixed partitions, and do not reoptimize.

11 Conclusion

Runtime reconfiguration is a practical necessity for long-running stream programs. We describe, for the first time, compiler and runtime techniques that enable downtime-free reconfiguration of SDF-based stream programs. Unlike other systems based on load balancing of fixed partitions, Gloss’s seamless reconfiguration enables load balancing and continuous global reoptimization. Compared to the tens of seconds of no output during migration using a state-of-the-art commercial virtualization tool, Gloss can reconfigure stream programs with no downtime, additional resources, or overhead during normal execution. It is also able to respond to demand changes, allow for elastic scaling in the cloud, as well as make online autotuning feasible.

The cluster-wide dynamic recompilation makes all ahead-of-time domain specific optimizations available to a running program. The downtime-free live reconfiguration globally reoptimizes and redistributes program instances across cluster nodes on-the-fly.

Gloss solves a critical problem before large scale SDF programs can take advantage of the elastic cloud. For example, Gloss can help in the implementation of the Cloud Radio Access Network (Cloud-RAN or RANaaS) concept in 5G mobile network where RANs are to be migrated from expensive and rigid custom hardware to software platforms running on the elastic cloud. In summary, Gloss enables cost-effective, flexible and responsive commoditization and virtualization of large and complex SDF-based stream programs.
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